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Theoretical practice

GENDER:
BIOLOGY, THE PSYCHE AND THE BODY

Every sign is gendered. Discussions and understandings of ideology, of language,
difference and subjectivity inevitably involve questions of gender. There appear to be
three basic positions related to gender:
These could be summarised as follows: associated with biology (the reality of
sexuality and gender), the psyche (how male and femaleness affect the way we  see,
act, feel and think) and the body (how we present and signify gender in  society in
different ways in term of attractiveness, beauty and ugliness, fashion,  clothing and
adornment)

Guiding Questions:
When did you know that you were male or female?
How do you act and dress to appear male or female?
What is the difference between the male and female sides of our personalities? Do
secondary  sex  characteristics such  as  growing a  beard or  body morphology  alter
the way we see the world? How does society regulate and promote this? What is  the
difference  between Male/Female, Man/Woman,  Boy/Girl and  how  does the ‘Other’
fit into this scenario?
How  do  men  and  women  think  differently? Are men  from  Mars  and  Women
from Venus?
What is  the difference between how we  think and how we behave in  terms of
gender?

INTERRELATIONSHIPS – ART THEORY
Investigate the work of national and international artists, both past and present  that
have dealt with this and related themes and visually explore these in your
developmental workbook to provide additional stimulus for the development of  a
body of work.
Mind Map: create mind/concept maps exploring the theme of gender

Theoretical practice

BENEATH THE SURFACE
Guiding Questions:

How do you know what is truth and what is simulation?
Does it matter that the media constructs events?
What were you like before you were born?

Art Making Practice

GENDER:
BIOLOGY, THE PSYCHE AND THE BODY
VISUAL INQUIRY
Students brainstorm the theme Gender: Biology, the Psyche and the Body,
considering aspects of the theme that most appeals to them. Students produce
a series of visual investigations using a variety of Media  that investigate the
theme.
Students complete studies of life models and still-life compositions and
include symbolic objects that represent gender. Can objects be gendered as
human bodies are?
Students complete several observation drawings of the figure through life
drawings exploring a variety of media looking at the surface appearance
and underlying form. Produce studies that investigate qualities that signify
gender (thumbnails, roughs and final designs)

Explore through observational and interpretive drawing and digital
photography or computer software the concepts you have investigated. •
Symbols of gender.

• Gendered objects

• Flesh – young and old, male and female.

• Symbols of masculinity and femininity
• Pregnant women and pregnancy
• Male power and warriors

• Anatomy
• Cars and motorcycles
• Mind and Body
• The skeleton and the body

• Desperate housewives and husbands
• Clothes and attitudes
• Makeup

• Morphology
• Evolution
Studio Work

Students produce a final piece in a chosen media that expresses a  personal
statement, bringing together elements of the above research.  Final studio
work is produced in the medium of: Painting
Sculpture, Printmaking, Ceramics or Emerging (Digital) Media

Art Making Practice

BENEATH THE SURFACE
Visual Inquiry
Students brainstorm the theme considering symbolism and associated
concepts such as simulation and reality, feelings and action, emotions and
behaviors, inside and outside,expressions,spirituality, birth, reincarnation,

Curatorial practice

GENDER:
BIOLOGY, THE PSYCHE AND THE BODY

Install an Art exhibition or Display or
‘Happening’ within the school.
As a group, produce an illustrated catalogue
using Adobe In Design. Link to CAS
experience.

Curatorial practice

BENEATH THE SURFACE

Install an Art exhibition or Display or
‘Happening’ within the school.
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What is the difference between what you think and feel and how you appear? What  is
the  difference  between  thinking  about  living and  the  experience  of  doing so?
Are eastern and western philosophies regarding life and death different?  What  do
you  think  of  notions  such  as  the  afterlife, reincarnation,  religion  and  spirituality?
How does the interior of things affect their outward appearance?
Interrelationships – art theory- art history

Classicism and Romanticism: ways of thinking and seeing: Formalism, Realism,
Symbolism, Surrealism and Expressionism:

Theory Of Knowledge:
How art links to Ways of Knowing (. Jean  Baudrillard’s idea  of  the  “simulacrum”  and

his  views  about  Disneyland,  Wittgenstein’s  ideas about  ‘language  games’,  Jung’s
Archetypes  and  Foucault’s  ideas concerning the ‘Other’, William Gibson’s
“Neuromancer’

Mind  Map: create  mind/concept  maps  exploring the  theme  of “Beneath  the
Surface’

Investigate the work of national and international artists suggested from your  Mind
Map research, both past and present that have dealt with this and related  themes and
visually explore these in your Visual Diary to provide additional  stimulus for the
development of a final piece.

Theoretical practice
Functions of Art
Compare and Contrast -Comparative study - External Assessment

Guiding Questions:
Theory Of Knowledge:

heaven, hell, deterioration and decay, still-life, renewal, rejuvenation,
reconditioned, recycled, metamorphosis, change, deterioration, ontology, the
stages of life, myths, rituals etc...
Students produce a series of visual investigations using a variety of Media
that investigate the theme.  Students  complete  several observation
drawings  of  the  figure  through life  drawings exploring  a  variety  of  media
looking  at  the  surface  appearance  and  underlying form.  Produce  studies
that  investigate  the  interior  and  exterior worlds. Explore notions of Classic
and Romantic ways of seeing through observation  and exploratory  and
expressive  drawings  in  your  Visual  Diary.   Students examine ideas and
objects that are of interest.
Students explore through observational and interpretive drawing the
concepts they have investigated.
• Symbols of life and its changes – birth – egg- plants.

• Seeds and plants as they change, bud and grow.
• Flesh – young and old, skin and wrinkles and plastic surgery.

• Symbols of changing seasons.

• Cemetery
• Fruits

• Anatomy
• The five senses and the mind
• Cars and motorcycles
• Mind and Body

• The skeleton and the body
• Houses and their occupants
• Cancer or Corrosion
• Clothes and attitudes
• Makeup

• Propaganda and advertising
• Morphology and Evolution
• Paint, undercoats and weathering
Studio Work
Produce a final piece in your chosen media that expresses a personal
statement, bringing together elements of the above research Final studio work
is produced in a personal student choice of the mediums of: Painting,
Sculpture, Printmaking, Ceramics or Emerging (Digital) Media

Functions of Art
Visual Inquiry

Visual Arts journal : Students investigate how visual images are used to
communicate message and meaning and develop ideas to

As a group, produce an illustrated catalogue
using Adobe In Design. Link to CAS
experience.

Curatorial practice

Exhibition:
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Nature of the Arts: Does art have to have meaning? Conversely, if
something is meaningless, can it be art?

Methods of Gaining Knowledge: What is the proper function of the
arts: to capture a perception of reality, to teach or uplift the mind, to
express emotion, to create beauty, to bind a community together or to praise a
spiritual power? Do the various arts have the same functions?

FUNCTIONS OF ART –
Expressive - expresses the artist's feeling
Descriptive - records the likeness of a place or person or other subject
Conceptual - an idea or concept behind the work is more important than
the object
Practical function - has a practical use, such as clothing, vessels, furniture,
building
Religious -tells a story or is an object of devotion
Historical narrative - tells a story of an event in history
Personal narrative -
Commemorative - made to honor someone
Political function - serves a political purpose, such as propaganda
Symbolic - Symbolizes certain beliefs or ideas without representing them
Decorative - used to adorn the body, a room, a building etc
Ritual - used as a part of a ritual or ceremony, or has magical power
Shock - intended to shock or upset the viewer

Students critically analyze the formal qualities of
personally selected artworks and develop an understanding as to the
function and purpose and cultural significance of selected works.
Students explore and extend developing personal
theme and identify and select artists models that are appropriate to
areas of interest. Focus will be on developing understanding of
specialist art vocabulary . Research and analyze and compare
artist’s work. Select, investigate and explore at least 3 different artworks by at least
at least two different artists.

Task details
Students at both SL and HL must select at least three artworks ,objects or
artifacts,at least two of which should be by different artists. HL students submit
10-15 screens,which examine and compare at least three artworks, at least two of
which need to be by different artists.The works selected for comparison and
analysis should come from contrasting contexts( local, national, international and
/or intellectual) HL students submit 3 -5 screens which analyse the extent to which
their work and practices have been influenced by the art and artists examined.

communicate own ideas and intentions through the exploration of
selected media and techniques.

Select, investigate and explore at least 3 different artworks by at least
least two different artists and develop a series
of investigations and studies based on the work of your selected
artists. Your knowledge and understanding of your artist models will
be communicated through your written analysis as well as your
practical studies and final works.

Students should use their Visual Arts Journal to specifically document their
investigation and responses to the selected pieces,this includes their detailed
interpretations,evaluations and comparisons. Students will select,adapt and
present what they have recorded in their journal

Studio Work

Students consider ideas, issues and themes that they are passionate about and
develop ideas and images for studio work around these. Students select media,
which suits their artistic intentions and/or strengths.

Produce a final piece in your chosen media that expresses a personal
statement, bringing together elements of the above research Final studio work
is produced in a personal student choice of the mediums of: Painting,
Sculpture, Printmaking, Ceramics or Emerging (Digital) Media

Install an Art exhibition or Display or
‘Happening’ within the school.
As a group, produce an illustrated catalogue
using Adobe In Design. Link to CAS
experience.

Develop exhibition texts that will clarify links
between the studio work developed for
show.
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Theoretical practice

Part 2: Process portfolio  - External Assessment

In the second year of the course students will begin to develop a more individualised and
self directed  approach with a focus on personal interests and individual areas of interest
, in terms of the selection of artists and artworks which will inform conceptual
understanding of developing themes and technical and media studies. Students will
choose from the art making forms list to identify at least 3 different types of media and
techniques that will be investigated and documented in the visual arts journal and
provide evidence for the process portfolio. Workshops in class will be directed and
personalised towards students individual needs and interests

Students examine and compare the work of artists from different cultural
Contexts and  consider the contexts influencing their own work and the work of
others.

Students look at different  techniques for making art and  investigate and  compare

how and why  different techniques have  evolved and the processes  involved.

Students explore ways of  communicating through visual and written means.

Students make artistic choices about how to most effectively communicate  knowledge
and  understanding.

Students at HL submit carefully selected materials which evidence their experimentation,
exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of visual arts activities during the
two-year course.

• HL students submit 13–25 screens which evidence their sustained experimentation,
exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of art-making activities. For HL

students the submitted work must have been created in at least three art-making  forms,
selected from a minimum of two columns of the art-making forms table.

Students at SL submit carefully selected materials which evidence their experimentation,
exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of visual arts activities during the two
year course.

• SL students submit 9–18 screens which evidence their sustained experimentation,
exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of art-making activities. For  SL
students the submitted work must be in at least two art-making forms, each from
separate columns of the art-making forms table.

Functions of Art

Students make art through  a process of investigation, thinking critically and

experimenting with  techniques.

Students apply identified  techniques to their own developing work and

experiment with  diverse media and explore  techniques for making art.

Students develop concepts  through processes that are informed by skills,

techniques and media.

Students produce a body  of artwork through a process of reflection and

evaluation, showing a synthesis of skill, media and concept.

Curatorial practice

Students develop an informed response to work
and exhibitions they have  seen and
experienced.

Students begin to formulate  personal

intentions for creating and displaying  their

own artworks.

Students evaluate how  their ongoing work

communicates meaning  and purpose.

Students consider the nature of “exhibition” and
think about the process of  selection and the
potential impact of their work on  different
audiences.
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Part 3: Exhibition  - Internal Assessment
Students develop an  informed response to work  and exhibitions they have  seen and
experienced.

Students begin to formulate  personal intentions for
creating and displaying  their own artworks.

Theoretical practice in the exhibition component of this course of study may  include

•guided investigations into the role of the curator and curatorial practices through visits
to galleries  and artists’ studios, reviewing catalogues for local exhibitions,
presentations by visiting artists and  exploration of alternative display spaces—this is
supported by individual research with entries in the visual arts journal and shared oral
feedback

• the study of artist statements and accepted conventions for titling and annotating exhibited
works

• learning how to engage in art criticism responding to art

various models.  practice in compiling reflective commentaries

on individual artworks

Students at SL submit for assessment a selection of resolved artworks from their
exhibition. The selected pieces should show evidence of their technical accomplishment
during the visual arts course and an understanding of the use of materials, ideas and
practices appropriate to visual communication.

• SL students submit a curatorial rationale that does not exceed 400 words. • SL
students submit 4–7 artworks.

• SL students submit exhibition text (stating the title, medium, size and intention) for  each
selected artwork.

SL students must submit two photographs of their overall exhibition. These exhibition
photographs provide an understanding of the context of the exhibition and the size and
scope of the works. While the photographs will not be used to assess individual artworks,
they also give the moderator insight into how a candidate has considered the overall
experience of the viewer in their exhibition.

Students at HL submit for assessment a selection of resolved artworks from their
exhibition. The selected pieces should show evidence of their technical accomplishment
during the visual arts course and an understanding of the use of materials, ideas and
practices appropriate to visual communication.

• HL students submit a curatorial rationale that does not exceed 700 words.  • HL
students submit 8–11 artworks.

• HL students submit exhibition text (stating the title, medium, size and intention) for  each
selected artwork.

HL students must submit two photographs of their overall exhibition. These exhibition
photographs provide an understanding of the context of the exhibition and the size and
scope of the works. While the photographs will not be used to assess individual artworks,
they also give the moderator insight into how a candidate has considered the overall
experience of the viewer in their exhibition.

Functions of Art

Students will develop their own work for presentation, consider what messages
they want to communicate  about it to an audience and begin selecting a sample
for exhibition. Students will produce a body of  their own resolved and unresolved
artworks that demonstrate both technical proficiency and conceptual  strengths.

Students evaluate how  their ongoing work communicates meaning  and purpose.

Students consider the  nature of “exhibition” and think about the process of  selection
and the potential  impact of their work on  different audiences

Students will take part in

• reviewing resolved and unresolved works, individual reflection and

guided decision-making

• regular individual drafting and redrafting of artist statements of

intention

• ongoing individual guided studio work, in the light of student’s own developing artist
statements

• workshops in presentation techniques which include refining personal
statements, matting, mounts,  layout and producing exhibition text.
• individual presentations supported by group and class discussion which
consider work for  exhibition—this process involves identifying projects and
pieces which communicate and interest the  viewer as well as critiquing work
from a technical point of view; discussions focus on improving and  developing
work in progress

• modeling and monitoring student compilation of exhibition text and other
accompanying written  material; students identify, contextualize and justify their
selections for exhibition.

• practice in applying the knowledge gained to their own work and that of others
through the creation  of mini-exhibitions of students’ own work supported by
appropriate artist statements, with attention  to display and labeling

• curating an imaginary exhibition, identifying an appropriate exhibition context,
selecting a particular  artist’s work or using artwork from a selected movement,
culture or tradition and producing  appropriate accompanying documentation.

Curatorial practice

Students select and  present resolved works for
exhibition.

Students explain the ways  in which the works

are connected.

Students discuss how artistic judgments impact
the overall presentation.

Planning and production of final exhibition.
Roles and responsibilities allocated and
negotiated.

Use of music, lighting, speeches, catering. Use
of didactic panels and artist’s  statements.

Media workshop for production: Set,
interview technique, lighting, sound, props
etc.
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